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Abstract—Although convolutional neural network (CNN) mod-
els have greatly enhanced the development of many fields, the
untenable number of parameters and computations in these
models yield significant performance and energy challenges in
hardware implementations. Transferred filter-based methods, as
very promising techniques that have not yet been explored in the
architecture domain, can substantially compress CNN models.
However, their straightforward hardware implementation inher-
ently incurs massive redundant computations, causing significant
energy and time consumption. In this work, a highly efficient
transferred filter-based engine (TFE) is developed to alleviate
this deficiency, with CNN models compressed and accelerated.
First, the filters of CNN models are flexibly transferred according
to specific tasks to reduce the model size. Then, two hardware-
friendly mechanisms are proposed in the TFE to remove duplicate
computations caused by transferred filters, which can further
accelerate transferred CNN models. The first mechanism exploits
the shared weights hidden in each row of transferred filters and
reuses the corresponding same partial sums, reducing at least
25% of repetitive computations in each row. The second mech-
anism can intelligently schedule and access the memory system
to reuse the repetitive partial sums among different rows of the
transferred filters with at least 25% of computations eliminated.
Furthermore, an efficient hardware architecture is proposed in
the TFE to fully reap the benefits of the two proposed mechanisms
such that different types of networks are flexibly supported. To
achieve high energy efficiency, the sub-array-based filter mapping
method (SAFM) is proposed, where the process element (PE) sub-
array is used as the elementary computational unit to support
various filters. Therein, input data can be efficiently broadcast
in each PE sub-array and the load can be stripped from each
PE and intensively alleviated, which can dramatically reduce the
area and power consumption. Excluding MobileNet-like networks
that adopt depth-wise convolution, most mainstream networks
can be compressed and accelerated by the proposed TFE. Two
state-of-the-art transferred filter-based methods, i.e., doubly CNN
and symmetry CNN are implemented by exploiting the TFE.
Compared with Eyeriss, average speedup improvements of 2.93×
and 3.17× are achieved in the convolutional layers of various
modern CNNs. The overall energy efficiency can be improved
by 12.66× and 13.31× on average. Compared with other state-
of-the-art related works, the TFE can maximally achieve a
parameter reduction of 4.0×, a speedup of 2.72× and an energy
efficiency improvement of 10.74× on VGGNet.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have

achieved great success in computer vision [49], natural lan-

guage processing [31], speech recognition [52], etc. However,

these works largely rely on millions of parameters and compu-

tations to achieve high accuracy. A large number of parameters

have to be stored in off-chip DRAM, which causes frequent

access to the off-chip DRAM [6], [37]. In addition, the large

amount of computations require too many hardware resources

to maintain an acceptable running speed, which incurs an

intolerable area and power overhead [5], [7], [34].

To alleviate these problems, a number of studies have

been undertaken to compress CNN models or accelerate

CNN implementations. Some methods exploit the property

of the convolutional (CONV) process to reduce inconsequen-

tial CONV computations, such as prediction-based methods

[2], [45] and Winograd algorithm-based methods [32], [53],

herein called computation-reduction-based methods. However,

the CNN model size is still kept uncompressed in these

methods. In contrast, some methods make use of weight

sparsity and redundancy to compress the model size, such as

weight pruning and weight quantization [10], [16], [18], [29],

which are referred to as weight-compression-based methods

in this work. Based on these methods, many architectures

[11], [16], [27], [37], [51] have been further designed to

implement computations of nonzero weights and activations to

accelerate the CNN process. However, as nonzero activations

and weights are both irregularly distributed, eliminating zero-

related computations can be very difficult and complex, which

can seriously degrade the final energy efficiency improvement

[5], [7], [19]. Recently, transferred filter-based algorithms, as

a kind of promising and attractive network model compression

method, have become increasingly popular and used in many

machine learning fields, such as face alignment [33], face

detection [57], natural language processing [46] and other

network compression and pruning studies [13], [43]. The trans-
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Fig. 1. TFE process from step 1 to step 4.

ferred filter-based algorithms exploit the potential redundancy

property of CNN models and change the structure of filters to

largely reduce network parameters with an acceptable accuracy

loss [7], [8]. Though a high compression rate is achieved

in transferred filter-based algorithms, the common weights in

different transferred filters will be convolved with the same

input feature maps (ifmaps) to generate different output feature

maps (ofmaps). Therefore, massive redundant computations

are incurred, which causes significant energy consumption.

In this work, a transferred filter-based engine (TFE) is

proposed to compress the CNN model size and accelerate

the compressed CNN models in a hardware-friendly manner

without large overhead. As shown in Fig. 1, first, the CNN

models are initially ready for the process. Second, according

to different tasks, specific transferred filters are applied to

CNN models to compress the model size in the TFE. Third,

the repetitive multiply-accumulate (MAC) operations in com-

pressed networks are eliminated by the proposed techniques.

Finally, the TFE hardware architecture can efficiently acceler-

ate these networks with less area and power consumption.

In the TFE, the input activation and transferred filters are

convolved row by row in the process element (PE) array.

To eliminate repetitive computation inside each transferred

filter row because of shared weights, we propose an efficient

technique, product and partial sum reuse (PPSR), where the

intermediate products and partial sums (PSums) from the

PE array are stored in the stacked registers (SRs) group.

These values can be directly reused or added to produce the

row results of different transferred filters. Additionally, there

are repetitive weights among different transferred filter rows,

which produce repetitive entire-row CONV results among

different transferred filters. In contrast to the conventional

memory access strategy, entire-row result reuse (ERRR) is pro-

posed to eliminate these redundant computations. The entire-

row CONV results between each input row and all transferred

filter rows are stored in different memory locations. Each time,

the results of each row in the memory are read to obtain

CONV window results of different transferred filters. Once

the related computations are finished, they will be overwritten

by the results of another row. Therefore, these memories can

be cyclically written and read to save computations and reduce

the memory requirement.

To fully reap the benefits of the above hardware-friendly

techniques, we further develop a highly flexible hardware

architecture to support different types of networks in TFE.

To achieve high energy efficiency, the sub-array-based filter

mapping method (SAFM) is proposed in TFE hardware ar-

chitecture, which uses a static 3 × 3 and 4 × 4 PE sub-array

rather than a single PE as the basic computational unit to

support various filter mappings. Additionally, the input data

is broadcasted in each PE sub-array, and the corresponding

products are then simultaneously obtained. The experimental

results show that SAFM can significantly reduce area and

power consumptions. Furthermore, the products corresponding

to the same ofmaps are first accumulated and then written into

registers, which are 85.9% less than conventional designs.

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed TFE, several

state-of-the-art CNNs are used as benchmarks for evaluation,

including AlexNet [26], VGGNet [42], ResNet (ResNet-56 is

used here) [17] and GoogLeNet [47]. Moreover, three recent

networks, DenseNet [21], SqueezeNet [22] and Residual At-

tention Network (ResANet) [50], are also evaluated to further

prove the efficiency of the TFE. First, these networks are

converted to transferred filter-based networks (e.g., DCNN and

SCNN) while retaining similar accuracy. Then, we compare

our proposed TFE with other modern architectures for the

transferred networks. For example, when compared with Eye-

riss [6], average speedups of 2.73× (6×6 DCNN) and 2.97×
(SCNN) are achieved for all networks including fully connect-

ed (FC) layers. Moreover, the overall off-chip memory access

can be reduced by 1.46× (6× 6 DCNN) and 1.48× (SCNN).

Attributed to the TFE, an average of 12.66× (6×6 DCNN) and

13.31× (SCNN) energy efficiency improvements are achieved

on VGGNet and AlexNet. Furthermore, we compare the

proposed TFE with other similar works, including weight-

compression-based and computation-reduction-based methods.

The experimental results show that the TFE can achieve a

parameter reduction rate and a speedup comparable to those

of weight-compression-based methods [16], [19], [37], [51]

with more hardware-friendly CONV operations. Meanwhile,

at almost the same accuracy loss (≤ 1%) on ImageNet [12],

2.56× speedup, 4.0× parameter reduction and 8.99× energy

efficiency improvements on average are achieved by the TFE

(SCNN) on AlexNet and VGGNet compared with SnaPEA

[2], which demonstrates the high efficiency of TFE.

The transferred filter-based algorithms in the TFE focus

on reducing redundancy among weights in different filters

with the same input feature map in the canonical convolution

(including dilated convolution and deconvolution). Therefore,

the transferred filter-based algorithms in the TFE significantly

benefit most mainstream networks, including computation-

intensive networks (e.g, VGGNet [42]), edge networks (e.g,

SqueezeNet [22]) and depth-based networks (e.g, ResNet

[17]). In contrast, the TFE is not beneficial to MobileNet

[20] and other similar compact networks, which adopt depth-

wise convolution to eliminate the overlap of 3×3 filters and

substantially remove the redundancy. However, MobileNet-like
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compact networks have large accuracy gaps compared with

mainstream complex networks. Meanwhile, 1×1 filters are the

most simplest filters and cannot be further transferred through

translation and rotation. Because common transformations in

transferred filter-based algorithms, such as translation [55],

symmetry [9] and rotation [13], are friendly to software

and hardware implementation with marginal accuracy loss

(¡1%), it is preferable for most networks to be transferred and

accelerated in the TFE.

In summary, the TFE makes the following contributions to

compressing and accelerating CNN models:

• The TFE is the first systematic solution that exploits

transferred filter-based algorithms to significantly com-

press and accelerate CNN models.

• Two hardware-friendly techniques, PPSR and ERRR,

are proposed in the TFE to eliminate hidden repetitive

computations inside and among transferred filter rows.

Therefore, the merging of the two techniques can remove

all duplicate computations in transferred filters, signifi-

cantly accelerating CNN implementations.

• An efficient TFE hardware architecture is developed to

use SAFM to efficiently support various filters. SAFM

adopts the PE sub-array as the basic computational unit

where input data can be efficiently broadcast, which

can substantially decrease the area overhead and power

consumption of the CNN implementation.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

Recently, transferred filter-based algorithms, promising net-

work compression methods, have become increasingly attrac-

tive and popularly used in many machine learning applications.

There are mainly four state-of-the-art transferred filter-based

algorithms, namely doubly CNN (DCNN) [55], symmetry

CNN (SCNN) [9], concatenated rectified linear unit (CReLU)

[38] and multi-bias nonlinear activation (MBA) [30]. The roles

of the four algorithms acting in various tasks are different but

all can be applied to most networks [5], [7], [34]. Among

the four state-of-the-art transferred filter-based algorithms,

CReLU [38] trains pairwise positive-negative effective filters

to extract both positive and negative phase information of

an input signal. MBA [30] assigns multiple biases to input

features to enhance the weak signal of filters. These two

transferred filter-based algorithms can both compress the net-

work size. However, they are implemented on the conventional

CNN architecture through specific control logic. Therefore, to

highlight the advantages of the proposed architecture, DCNN

and SCNN with better generality [9], [13], [43], [55] are

mainly considered and analyzed in this work.

A. Transferred Filters
DCNN rests on the finding that many filters in well-trained

CNNs are slightly translated versions of each other. Based on

this observation, the DCNN learns a group of filters that are

the translated versions of each other. As shown in Fig. 2(a),

the filters that are convolved with the same feature are trained

as a set of the meta filters that has larger filter sizes than the

TABLE I
SHAPE PARAMETERS OF A TRANSFERRED CNN LAYER.

Shape Parameter Description
N � of ifmap channels/filter channels
M � of ofmap channels/filters

H/W ifmap height/width
E/F ofmap height/width
K/K transferred filter height/width
Z/Z meta filter height/width

original effective filter size. Transferred filters (the same size

as the original filter) then can be extracted from each meta

filter and convolved with the input. The corresponding shape

parameters are listed in Table I. Without loss of generality,

4 × 4 and 6 × 6 meta filter sizes are used in the DCNN to

evaluate the effects of the proposed techniques, which can

minimize the classification accuracy loss while maximizing

computation and parameter reductions.

SCNN learns that filters in CNN models always detect

particular patterns at multiple spatial locations in the input and

these patterns often occur in different orientations. Therefore,

multiple copies of the same filter in different orientations will

often exist. To make the CNN models more compact and avoid

overfitting, a form of rotational symmetry, including rotation

by a step of 90◦ rotation and horizontal/vertical flipping, is

applied to the original filters as shown in Fig. 2(b). Likewise,

symmetric effective filters are convolved with the same ifmaps.

Fig. 2. Transferred filters, (a) DCNN and (b) SCNN. ”TF”: transferred filter.

B. Repetitive Computation Analysis in Transferred Filters

Though transferred filter-based algorithms are used in the

TFE to compress CNN models, massive repetitive computa-

tions arise, which prejudice the CNN acceleration.

The meta filter of the DCNN is partitioned into several

transferred filters that implement the CONV process, similar to

the original network. Taking the horizontal CONV process be-

tween one input row and one meta filter row as an example, as

shown in Fig. 3(a), one row of the meta filter 〈w0, w1, w2, w3〉
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is first partitioned into two transferred filters 〈w0, w1, w2〉 and

〈w1, w2, w3〉. Then, one input row 〈a0, a1, a2〉 is convolved

with the two transferred filters. Because of the translation

property in the meta filter, there are repetitive weights in the

two transferred filters. Therefore, input values will repeat the

multiplication operation with the same weight. As shown in

Fig. 3(a), 〈a0, a1, a2〉 are multiplied with the same weights

〈w1〉 (red dashed box) and 〈w2〉 (green dashed box) in the

two transferred filters, causing two repetitive computations.

In the SCNN, some transferred filters are horizontally

symmetric. As shown in Fig. 3(b), two horizontally symmetric

filter rows 〈w0, w1, w2〉 and 〈w2, w1, w0〉 are convolved with

one input row 〈a0, a1, a2〉. Because of the horizontal sym-

metric property, 〈a0, a1, a2〉 are also multiplied with the same

weights 〈w1〉 (red dashed box) and 〈w2〉 (green dashed box) in

the two symmetric filters, causing two repeated computations.

As the size of the input row is much larger than the transferred

filter size, the repetitive computations are substantial.

Additionally, there are repetitive filter rows in the vertical

direction of transferred filters in the DCNN (Fig. 4(a)) and

SCNN (Fig. 4(b)). When these repetitive filter rows are con-

volved with the same ifmaps, certain amounts of repetitive

computations are caused in different transferred filters.

III. REPETITIVE COMPUTATION OPTIMIZATION

According to the above analysis, if shared products and

PSums of different filters are temporarily stored, and then

reused to produce activations of different ofmaps, redundant

operations can be eliminated, and the CNN implementation

can be greatly accelerated in TFE. To achieve this goal, two

techniques, PPSR and ERRR, are proposed in this section.

A. Shared Partial Sums and Products

As repetitive weights cause redundant computations, the

weight stationary (WS) dataflow [9], [24] is normally used

here to avoid duplicated read operations of these weights.

To clearly show the shared PSums and products in the

dataflow, the meta filter size is assumed as 4 × 4 and one

row (4 × 1) is taken as as example. The WS dataflow of the

Fig. 3. Repetitive computations of the CONV process between one input row
and two transferred filter rows in (a) the DCNN and (b) the SCNN.

Fig. 4. Repetitive transferred rows in (a) the DCNN and (b) the SCNN.

DCNN is shown in Fig. 5(a). Each weight 〈w0, w1, w2, w3〉
is stored in independent PEs, and one row of input data,

〈a0, a1, a2, a3, a4〉, is broadcast to all PEs one by one. At

cycles 1 and 2, a1w1 and a2w2 are generated, respectively, and

their addition to a0w0 produces PSum for the first transferred

filter 〈w0, w1, w2〉. Furthermore, a1w1 and a2w2 are also

required to be summed with a3×w3 in the second transferred

filter 〈w1, w2, w3〉 at cycle 3. The same operation also occurs

in the subsequent CONV process. In the conventional WS

dataflow, a1w1 and a2w2 will be recomputed, causing redun-

dant computations. Additionally, we can observe that a1w1 and

a0w0 are first added, and then, a2w2 is further added to their

sum. However, a1w1 will be independently summed with a2w2

to generate PSum for the second transferred filter. Therefore,

in addition to the sum of a1w1 and a2w2, the product a1w1

should not be overwritten immediately.

The WS dataflow of the SCNN is shown in Fig. 5(b). Like-

wise, one row of horizontally symmetric transferred filters,

〈w0, w1, w2〉 and 〈w2, w1, w0〉, is taken as an example here. At

cycles 0 and 1, a0w0 and a1w1 are added to the first transferred

filter, while a0w2 and a1w1 must be added to the second filter,

namely the product a1w1 is shared by the two transferred

filters. Then at cycle 2, a2w0 and a2w2 are summed with

the above PSum (red dashed boxes in Fig. 5(b)). Furthermore,

a2w0 and a2w2 are used in the subsequent CONV process of

two transferred filters (brown dashed boxes). However, these

products will be recomputed in the conventional WS dataflow.

According to the above analysis, many products and partial

sums can be shared in the transferred filter-based methods. In

the above example, 33.3% and 50.0% of repetitive computa-

tions occur in the DCNN and SCNN, respectively. However,

conventional WS dataflow cannot make use of this property.

B. Product and Partial Sum Reuse

The PPSR method is proposed to reduce repetitive compu-

tations and execution time. In PPSR, SRs are first designed

to hierarchically store single products and PSums that will

be reused in subsequent cycles. Second, specific dataflows are

proposed to reuse data in SRs to produce effective filter results

in different transferred filters. As 3× 3 filters and 4× 4 meta

filters are widely used in most networks, they are used as the

basic filter to illustrate the proposed idea throughout the paper.

In the DCNN, one meta filter row 〈w0, w1, w2, w3〉 and one

input data row 〈a0, a1, a2, a3〉 are presented. First, each weight

is pre-stored in independent PEs. Then, as shown in Fig. 6, at
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Fig. 5. Shared partial sums and products in (a) the DCNN and (b) the SCNN.

cycle 0, the input data a0 is broadcast and multiplied with each

weight. The corresponding products (a0w0, a0w1, a0w2, a0w3,

denoted a0 products) are stored in the bottom register of the

SR. At cycle 1, the input data a1 is broadcast and multiplied

with each weight. Next, the a0 products are transferred to

right-neighbor SRs and summed with the a1 products. The

sums are stored in the second register from the bottom and the

a1 products overwrite the a0 products. At cycle 2, these sums

are transferred to the right-neighbor SRs and summed with

the a2 products. The results (red rectangle) are stored in the

third register from the bottom and written into memory at the

next cycles. Moreover, similar to the a0 products, a1 products

are also transferred to the right-neighbor SRs and summed

with the a2 products. The sums are stored in the second

register from the bottom and cover the a0 sums. The above

process is implemented regularly for the subsequent input data.

Therefore, in the subsequent regular process, two PSums, Rij
kl

and Rij+1
kl , are produced by each 4×1 meta filter row at each

cycle, where i is the input row index, k is the meta filter row

index, j is the transferred filter index and l is the PSum index

in the i input row. In this way, the shared PSums and products

can be reused and repetitive computations in the horizontal

CONV process of the meta filters can be eliminated. Moreover,

the results from transferred filters in one meta filter can be

output simultaneously. Therefore, computations and execution

time in the DCNN process can be significantly reduced.

In the SCNN, PPSR is used to exploit its property of

repetitive weight distribution in each row, while the repetitive

weight distribution property among different transferred filter

rows of the SCNN can be exploited by the other proposed

technique. As shown in Fig. 7, in the first input row, the

Fig. 6. PPSR used in the DCNN. Rij
kl is the lth PSum produced by the kth

row of the jth transferred filter and the ith row input data.

a0 products are generated and summed with the a1 product.

Different from the DCNN, both a0w0 and a0w2 need to be

summed with a1w1 and the sums are stored in SR1. At cycle

2, the two sums are transferred to the right-neighbor and left-

neighbor SRs and summed with the respective a2 product.

Their PSums (red rectangle) are produced for transferred filters

that are horizontally symmetric with each other. Additionally,

the sums of a1 products and a2 products (a1w0 + a2w1 and

a1w2+a2w1) are stored in SR1 and then reused for summing

with other products (a3w2 and a3w0) to form PSums in

the subsequent CONV window at cycle 3. In this way, the

symmetric property of the SCNN in the horizontal direction,

as shown in Fig. 5(b), is adequately exploited. The shared

PSums (mainly stored in SR1) are reused, which can not only

eliminate repetitive computations but also reduce the execution

time, as multiple results can be obtained at each cycle. Note

that when the mode of the conventional CONV process is

being implemented, no data will be transferred to left-neighbor

SRs (SR2 → SR1 → SR0).

To summarize, SR group is used in PPSR to store every

PSum or product that can be reused. Then, dedicated dataflows

are proposed to exploit the property of transferred filters and

reuse these PSums and products, which largely eliminates

redundant computations and accelerate CONV processes.

C. Entire Row Result Reuse

Instead of a tile-manner CONV process, we output activa-

tions row by row. Namely, in PPSR, the entire row CONV

results between one input row and all filter rows are stored in

the same memory. At each cycle, one input data instance can

generate 8 PSums (corresponding to 8 transferred filters) in

the 4×4 DCNN and 6 PSums (corresponding to 6 transferred

filters) in the SCNN. Therein, each 2 PSums produced by

one filter row are packed as a group of data stored in one

memory bank each time. In the conventional architecture, two
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Fig. 7. PPSR used in the SCNN. Rij
kl is the lth PSum produced by the kth

row of the jth transferred filters and the ith row input data.

global memories are used to store the intermediate data of

the CONV and FC layers. One provides input data to the

arrays and the other stores the output data from the PE array.

Once new PSums are output from the PE array, previous

PSums in memory are overwritten. However, these PSums can

actually be used for different transferred filters as shown in

Fig. 4, which cannot be exploited by the conventional memory

system. To address the above problems, ERRR is proposed

to use several memories and cyclically reuse data in these

memories. To clearly present ERRR, the 3×3 CONV process

is taken as an example in this section.

In the 3× 3 CONV process, data from three input rows are

required to produce the results in CONV windows. In PPSR,

each input row is convolved with four rows of the meta filter

in the DCNN, and the results of different input rows are stored

in different memory locations. Without loss of generality, we

select only one unit of all banks in each memory as an example

to describe ERRR clearly. As shown in Fig. 8, the first input

row 〈a0, a1, a2〉 is convolved with four meta filter rows. Each

meta filter row will produce two PSums at each cycle, namely

〈R00
00R

00
01〉, 〈R00

10R
00
11〉, 〈R00

20R
00
21〉 and 〈R00

30R
00
31〉 for four meta

filter rows. The 4 groups of PSums are stored in 4 banks of

MEM0. Likewise, 8 PSums derived from the next input row

and four meta filter rows are stored in 4 banks of MEM1.

When the third input row is convolved with the meta filter,

the PSums are written into MEM2. Furthermore, the PSums

in the 2 banks of MEM0 and MEM1 are read out and summed

with the third input row’s PSums to generate the result of a

complete CONV window. Because one meta filter contains

four transferred filters, the results of four ofmaps can be

obtained each time. As shown in Fig. 8, the PSums in the green

rectangle are added, corresponding to the two transferred filters

in the upper meta filter (green rectangle). The PSums in the red

rectangle are added, corresponding to the two transferred filters

in the lower meta filter (red rectangle). Therefore, MEM0 and

MEM1 are both in the read state, while MEM2 is in the write

state for a short time, called period 0. In period 1, the fourth

input row is processed with the meta filter, and the PSums

need to be summed with the PSums in MEM1 and MEM2

to generate the results in the CONV windows of the next row

for the same four ofmaps. Some PSums in MEM1 and MEM2

can be reused while the PSums in MEM0 will no longer

be used. Therefore, MEM0 can be reused to store results

of the fourth input row for the subsequent CONV process.

At this time, MEM1 and MEM2 are both in the read state

while MEM0 is in the write state. Likewise, in period 2, the

fifth input row is processed, and MEM1 is reused to store the

corresponding results. Thus, both the memory and PSums of

the entire row are cyclically reused, saving hardware resources

and eliminating repetitive MACs among different filter rows.

Fig. 8. ERRR used in the DCNN. r and w represent the read and write states
of the memory. The PSums in the green and red rectangles are added to
produce the results for transferred filters in the upper and lower meta filters,
respectively.

⊗
means the CONV process.

In the SCNN, two PSums are produced in one transferred

filter row, as shown in Fig. 7. Therefore, the 3× 3 transferred

filter generates 6 PSums each time, every two of which are

stored in one memory bank. Likewise, the results of different

input rows are stored in different memory locations. In period

0, the PSums of the first input row are stored in MEM0, the

second row in MEM1 and the third row in MEM2, as shown

in Fig. 9. The PSums in the green rectangles are added to

produce the results for one original transferred filter and its

horizontal-symmetric version. Moreover, there is a transferred

filter that is the vertical-symmetric version of the original

transferred filter (in Fig. 4(b)). The PSums in red rectangles

can be added to form results for this transferred filter and its

horizontal-symmetric version. In the subsequent periods, the

memory and PSums will be cyclically reused, similar to ERRR

in the DCNN, which can eliminate potential computations and

improve the CONV processing speed.

IV. TFE HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE

To reap the benefits of the two proposed techniques, an

energy-efficient TFE hardware architecture is proposed for

the compressed CNN acceleration. The overall TFE hardware

architecture is illustrated in Fig. 10. The architecture consists

of a memory system, a 16 × 16 PE array, an SR group and

a top control unit. The filters and images are loaded from the

off-chip memory to the on-chip memory for 16-bit CONV

layers and FC layers on the PE array. After computations,

the products from the PE array are written into the SR

group to obtain PSums of the CONV process in each row.
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Fig. 9. ERRR used in the SCNN. The PSums in the green and red rectangles
are added to produce the results for the two transferred filters and their
horizontal- and vertical-symmetric versions.

Next, these PSums are written into the memory system to

generate results in CONV windows, which are finally stored

in off-chip memory. This computation flow is scheduled by

the top control unit. The FC layers, which accomplish the

mapping from high-level features to the final results, are also

supported by the proposed hardware to achieve end-to-end

CNN implementations. Inspired by previous methods [35],

[56], we implement FC layers in a CONV manner. Note

that FC layers consume only approximately 1.00% of the

computations of the overall system on average [2], [35], [54].

Therefore, the same hardware unit is assigned for CONV and

FC layers, which has almost no impact on the total runtime.

Fig. 10. TFE hardware architecture.

Sub-array-based filter mapping method (SAFM). Cur-

rently, most solutions take a single PE as the basic unit to

fulfill various filters in a systolic manner. Though high flexi-

bility is achieved, complex control logic and interconnection

overhead are incurred. In the TFE hardware architecture, we

propose SAFM, which uses static 3×3 and 4×4 PE sub-arrays

as the basic unit to support various filter mappings, as shown in

Fig. 11. For example, 5×5 and 6×6 filters can be substituted

by four 3×3 PE sub-arrays. In addition, 7×7 filters can be

mapped into four 4×4 PE sub-arrays. For 11×11 filters in the

first layer of AlexNet, they can be first partitioned into nine

4×4 small filters as proposed in [44], which can be supported

by nine 4×4 PE sub-arrays. Therefore, the complexity of

the control logic and data communication are substantially

reduced with marginal overhead on flexibility and hardware

utilization. Moreover, the systolic PE array is always used in

conventional hardware architectures, where input/output data

and weights are transferred PE by PE at each cycle. Namely,

the same group of input data and weights used in the current

PE will also be required by its neighbor PE at the next cycle.

Therefore, sufficient registers are required to store these data

(sometimes the entire-row input/output data in Eyeriss), and

non-negligible control logic is needed for data communication

among PEs. In SAFM, input data is broadcasted in each PE

sub-array and output data will be simultaneously generated

and summed up outside the PE array, which can reduce output

register numbers and accesses. Furthermore, the complexity of

the control logic for data broadcast in the PE sub-array is much

lower than that of data communication among single PEs.

To decrease fan-out and maintain accurate sequential logic,

each PE sub-array is connected to one independent broadcast

register and input data is read from this register to the PE sub-

array. As 3×3 and 4×4 PE sub-arrays are used as the basic

unit, only two groups of broadcast registers are assigned.

Fig. 11. 3× 3 and 4× 4 PE sub-arrays and their support for various filter.

Processing Element (PE). The microarchitecture of one

PE in the TFE hardware architecture is shown in Fig. 12. Each

PE is equipped with a weight register for a single weight,

as each weight should be kept for a while in the proposed

dataflow, an input register for a single broadcast input data

and a PSum register for output data in the conventional

CONV process. The clock gating technique is used to avoid

multipliers′ unnecessary toggling when the weight or input is

zero, which can further save approximately 5% of dynamic

power. This limited dynamic power saving is mainly because

of the reduction of zero weight values in the transferred

filters, and the PE array consumes a relatively low fraction

of overall power. Additionally, there is an adder, a multiplier

and a multiplexer in the PE. Each PE can support both the

transferred-filter and conventional CONV processes. When the

implementation mode is the conventional CONV process, the

inner product will be sent to the adder and added with the

data from the multiplexer. The data is the PSum or product

from the left-neighbor PE when the current PE is on, and the

corresponding sum is stored in the PSum register ready for the

right-neighbor PE at the next cycle. In contrast, the data is zero

when the current PE is off. When the implementation mode

is the transferred-filter CONV process, the product from the

multiplier will be directly sent to the adder trees through the
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data bus. The products that correspond to the same ofmap will

be summed up by the adder trees. The sums will be transferred

to the SR group to implement PPSR.

 

Fig. 12. Microarchitecture of the PE module.

Stacked Register (SR) Group. Each SR consists of sever-

al registers and is used to implement PPSR, as shown in Fig.

5 and 6. Additionally, there are 16× 16 PEs in the PE array,

which can be partitioned into several PE sub-arrays to support

multiple ifmaps and ofmaps in parallel. Referring to the

conventional CNN dataflow, each ifmap requires independent

SRs, which means that we should assign one SR to each PE.

However, a higher power and a larger area will be consumed

due to the large demand arising from register numbers and

accesses. As one ofmap requires several ifmaps, we propose

to pre-add the PSums of different ifmaps that correspond to

the same ofmap. Then, their sums are transferred into the SR

group to implement PPSR. In this way, the required number

of SRs depends on the number of ofmaps instead of ifmaps,

which can reduce the SR consumption and register access by

85.9%. Based on the actual PE array partition, 6× 6 SRs are

assigned to the SR group to support different transferred filters.

Input Memory/Weight Register. A 512 B weight register

is used to store the required filters from off-chip memory. For

different CONV processes, the corresponding weights are read

from the weight register and assigned into the PE array. To

save output memory size and increase data re-usage, once the

calculation of each row of the ofmaps is finished, the same

row in another group of ofmaps will be computed. Only when

the current row in all the ofmaps is obtained will another

row of computations in the ofmaps start. As the number

of PEs are limited, input data and weights will be partly

read in. Therefore, the weights are kept unchanged until the

corresponding input data for one row of one ofmap has been

processed. As there is enough time to load another 256 weights

from the off-chip memory, only one of the weight registers

is needed in our architecture. In contrast, a ping-pong input

memory (4 KB each) is set to pre-load input data from off-

chip memory and read data into the PE array simultaneously.

The reason is that as the input data should be updated every

cycle, data from off-chip memory is written in one piece of

input memory and the data in the other piece is loaded to the

PE array. When the data in one piece of input memory is used

up by the PE array, it will be used to store data from the off-

chip memory, and the other piece is used to provide for the

Fig. 13. Architecture of the output memory system.

PE array, namely, the two pieces of input memory work in

ping-pong mode.

Output Memory System. The output memory system im-

plements the ERRR technique and generates final activations

of ofmaps. The hardware architecture of ERRR is shown in

Fig. 13. First, the PSums from the PE array are stored in

PSum memories, as shown in Fig. 8 and 9. There are seven

8 KB PSum memories (formed of four 2 KB banks) in total

to support the maximum 7 × 7 filter. As multiple ifmaps are

required to produce one ofmap and the PE array can only

process part of the ifmaps, an 8 KB ping-pong memory, called

Memory PP, is used to alternately read and write intermediate

PSums in PSum memories. The number of required PSum

memories is decided by the filter size. The PSums in these

PSum memories are read, added to adder trees and activated by

the ReLU function, which then outputs activations of ofmaps.

Usually, the CONV layer is followed by one pooling layer.

As output activations of ofmaps are output row by row in the

proposed architecture, we first pool output activations row by

row. The activations that will be pooled in one row are first

stored in a register, named Pool Reg. For example, in one

2 × 2 pooling layer, one activation is stored in Pool Reg.

When the neighbor activation is output, the activation in

Pool Reg is read out, and both are transferred to pooling

units to perform a pooling operation. The pooling result is

written into output memory, named O Memory in Fig. 13.

After output activations of the next row is produced and

executed with a 1 × 2 pooling operation, the results are sent

to the pooling unit along with activations read out from the

O Memory to complete a 2 × 2 pooling operation. It can be

learned that there are both reading and writing operations in

the pooling operation simultaneously, so two 1.0 KB memories

(O Memory0 and O Memory1) are used in O Memory to

support the pooling operation.

When the pooled activations in one output memory are

full, a multiplexer (MUX) is used to choose this memory

and transfer its data into a 16 KB Data Alignment Memory

(DAM). If the channel number of ofmaps in the DAM does

not equal to the channel number of ifmaps that required in

the subsequent CONV layer implementation at one time, then

these output activations are temporarily stored in the DAM.
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Otherwise, they are written back into off-chip memory. In

this way, the complex data alignment operation is eliminated,

which can reduce the control complexity and memory access.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, the evaluation methodology is first in-

troduced. Second, technical specification comparisons and

analysis of the TFE and the Eyeriss hardware architecture

are provided. Third, the performance is compared with that

of Eyeriss and other recent related works. Fourth, TFE is

compared with Eyeriss, UCNN [19] and SnaPEA [2] in

terms of energy efficiency (performance/energy consumption)

to further demonstrate the proposed architecture’s advantages.

Finally, the effects achieved by implementing PPSR and ERRR

are evaluated, along with off-chip memory access savings.

A. Methodology

To prove the generality of the TFE, some popular and

state-of-the-art networks [17], [26], [42], [47] are used in this

work. The networks are first converted to the transferred filter-

based networks and pre-trained in Python on the TensorFlow

platform. The evaluation dataset is ImageNet [12], which is

public and widely used in image classification tasks. The top-

1 accuracy of the four transferred networks is listed in Table

V, and all accuracy losses can be maintained within 1%.

TABLE II
TOP-1 ACCURACY OF ORIGINAL AND TRANSFERRED NETWORKS ON

IMAGENET

.

AlexNet VGGNet GoogLeNet ResNet
Original 53.60% 70.94% 68.21% 76.92%
DCNN4×4 53.24% 70.25% 67.75% 76.11%
SCNN 53.46% 70.54% 67.92% 76.34%

As the Eyeriss [6] architecture is widely used as the baseline

in many works [2], [15], [53] and only relative results are

provided in these works, we also choose it as the baseline for

a fair comparison. Furthermore, the same data width format

(16 bit), clock frequency (200 MHz, maximum frequency

is 288 MHz) and technology (TSMC 65 nm) that used in

the [6] are used in this work. For speed comparison, the

computational unit numbers are normalized to be the same

in all compared architectures with hardware utilization taken

into consideration. For energy efficiency comparison, unlike

other works that estimate the power consumption of Eyeriss

[2], [14], [15], [53], the power consumptions on VGGNet and

AlexNet are directly extracted from the Eyeriss paper [6] and

used here to compare the energy efficiency, which can mitigate

the disparity of possible measurement errors.

We use the Synopsys Design Compiler and a TSMC 65 nm

standard-cell library to synthesize the proposed architecture

and obtain the power consumption, area and performance after

place-and-routing. Referring to [2], the publicly available Mi-

cron’s DDR4 system power calculator [1] is used to estimate

the power cost of access to off-chip memory.

TABLE III
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS OF THE TFE AND EYERISS HARDWARE

ARCHITECTURE.

Architecture TFE Eyeriss∗

Technology TSMC 65nm 1P8M TSMC 65nm 1P9M
Voltage 1 V 1 V

Frequency 200 MHz 200 MHz
Memory 160.0 KB 181.5 KB
�PEs 256 168

Area 7.1 mm2 12.25 mm2

Power 62 mW 257 mW
�The features are extracted from the paper [6].

B. Hardware Verification

Based on the TSMC 65 nm technology, the detailed tech-

nical features of the TFE hardware architecture are listed in

Table III. Note that the power consumptions are the averaged

results for VGGNet and AlexNet. Although a similar memory

size and more PEs are used, the TFE hardware architecture can

save more area (1.73×) and power (4.15×) consumption than

Eyeriss. As analyzed in Section IV, this is mainly attributed

to four reasons.

First, in Eyeriss, the entire input row is processed in one PE

and the PSums of each row are obtained inside the PE array,

which requires registers for these input data and the entire

output results. In contrast, SAFM used in the TFE hardware

architecture adopts 3×3 and 4×4 PE sub-arrays, instead of a

single PE, as the basic unit to support various filters. One input

data for each PE sub-array is broadcast to each PE and the

products are simultaneously generated, which only consumes

two registers for a pair of input data and weight in each PE.

Second, as PPSR and ERRR facilitate communicating data in

a very regular and systolic manner, the complexity of the data

communication and control logic can be efficiently decreased.

Furthermore, the ofmaps are figured out row by row in the

TFE, without a requirement for complex data alignment as in

Eyeriss. Third, products from each PE are summed inside the

PE array, and the PSums are first stored in the local PSum

register in Eyeriss. In contrast, the PSums from the PE sub-

array that correspond to the same ofmaps will be added up and

then written into the SRs. The SRs are stripped from each PE

and form an SR group outside the PE array, which can further

reduce the SRs and register access by 85.9%. These designs

can significantly decrease the area and power consumption.

Fourth, partial sums read from the register or memory can be

reused for different filters in PPSR and ERRR, and therefore,

a high data reuse rate is achieved, significantly decreasing

memory access and computations.

The main overhead of the TFE hardware architecture comes

from the memory and register access, which consumes a total

of 69.3% of the area and 75.0% of the power, as shown in

Fig. 14. In contrast, the PE array consumes approximately

16.5% of the area and 21.1% of the power. The reason is

that amount of redundant computations are eliminated and

replaced by the memory and register access. Benefiting from

the high data reuse in PPSR and ERRR, the absolute energy

consumption of memory and register access is far less than that
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in conventional computations. Another overhead relates to the

specific control logic and data communication. Owing to the

the proposed regular dataflow and SAFM, the corresponding

power consumption is constrained to lower than 1.2%, with

an 8.8% area consumption.

Fig. 14. (a) Area breakdown and (b) power breakdown of the TFE.

C. Performance Improvement

Eyeriss and other recent related works, including weight-

compression-based methods (weight clustering [16], weight

pruning [37], [51] and repetitive weight elimination [19]) and

computation-reduction-based methods (prediction [2], Wino-

grad [53] and asymmetric convolution [4]), are used for

comparison with TFE. All of these works can be used to

improve the performance of the CNN implementation.

1) Comparison with Eyeriss: The hardware speedup values

of CONV layers in different networks over Eyeriss are shown

in Fig. 15(a). As 3 × 3 filters are used in VGGNet and

ResNet, each CONV layer can benefit from the TFE, which

can speed up their CONV process by 2.2× and 2.12× in the

4 × 4 DCNN and 3.45× and 3.39× in the SCNN. As the

11 × 11 filter in the first layer of AlexNet has a great effect

on the final accuracy, the filter is maintained unchanged in

the DCNN, which degrades the CONV speedup. As there are

many 1×1 filters in GoogLeNet, which cannot be transferred,

the speedup in TFE is also limited compared to other state-of-

the-art networks. Additionally, as both 3× 3 and 5× 5 filters

are widely used in GoogLeNet, heterogeneous meta filters

are adopted to maintain acceptable accuracy in the DCNN

implementation, which causes less speedup than that in SCNN.

Finally, 2.07× (4×4 DCNN), 2.93× (6×6 DCNN) and 3.17×
(SCNN) speedup values, on average, are achieved, which are

much better than other architectures [2], [16], [51], [53].

Fig. 15(b) illustrates the overall speedup of the TFE across

different networks including both CONV and FC layers. As the

transferred filter-based methods have no effect on FC layers,

the overall speedup is degraded in all networks. However, FC

layers account for a very small proportion of total computa-

tions in all networks except for AlexNet. Therefore, the loss in

speedup is very limited, less than 3%. For AlexNet, where FC

layers consume more than 8% of the computations, the loss in

speedup is greater than 9.8% compared with the speedup of

CONV layers. On average, the overall speedup values degrade

by 3.9% (4×4 DCNN), 6.9% (6×6 DCNN) and 6.3% (SCNN)

compared to CONV layer speedup, which is mainly caused by

the high speedup degradation in AlexNet.

Fig. 15. (a) CONV layers and (b) overall speedup with the DCNN and SCNN
based on the TFE.

2) Comparison with weight-compression-based method-
s: The performance comparisons with four recent weight-

compression-based methods, Han [16], SSL [51], ADMM

[37], and UCNN (50% weight sparsity) [19], are given in

Fig. 16, where the baseline of all methods is Eyeriss. With-

out loss of generality, AlexNet, a common network used in

these methods, is chosen as the evaluation network. Though

a high parameter reduction ratio is achieved by the four

weight-compression-based methods, their actual speedups in

the hardware implementation do not match their high param-

eter reduction ratio. The reason is that their irregular zero

value distribution in both activations and weights is seriously

unfriendly for hardware implementation, including complex

control logic, irregular data access, encoding-decoding opera-

tion and so on. These overheads not only significantly degrade

their speedups but also cause higher power consumption. In

contrast, the regular CONV process in the proposed TFE

can significantly alleviate this issue. With the SCNN-based

AlexNet implemented in the TFE, 5.36× [16], 4.45× [51]

and 3.24× [19] speedups are achieved. Though the speedup

is marginally lower than that in [37], we strongly believe

that with much more regular CONV processes in the TFE

hardware architecture, lower power consumption and higher

energy efficiency can be achieved compared with these weight-

compression-based methods.

3) Comparison with computation-reduction-based method-
s: The comparison results with three recent computation-

reduction-based methods, SnaPEA [2], the Winograd algorith-

m [53] and asymmetric convolution [4], are shown in Fig.

17. As VGGNet is relatively more accurate in various tasks,

the evaluation is implemented on VGGNet. For other popular

networks, the comparison results are similar.

Although no accuracy loss occurred, the Winograd algo-

rithm utilizes nearly 1.7× more parameters than the original
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Fig. 16. Parameter reduction ratio and speedup comparison results with
compression-based methods on the CONV layers of AlexNet.

networks to reduce computations of CONV layers. Further-

more, the Winograd algorithm only works well when the filter

and input tile size are small (such as the 3× 3 filter size and

4 × 4 input size), which prevents its wide usage in practice.

The TFE is compared with SnaPEA under the condition

of similar accuracy loss. As shown in Fig. 17, there is no

parameter reduction in SnaPEA, while 2.27× (4× 4 DCNN)

and 4.0× (6 × 6 DCNN and SCNN) reductions are achieved

in the TFE. Moreover, at the cost of a 1.0% accuracy loss,

the TFE achieves a 2.61× speedup compared with SnaPEA.

When the SCNN-based VGGNet is implemented, not only a

2.72× speedup but also a 0.6% higher accuracy are achieved

compared with SnaPEA. The asymmetric convolution method

[4], transferring the 3×3 filter into the 3×1 and 1×3 filters,

is widely researched and used. Though a similar accuracy

loss is maintained, the asymmetric method consumes at least

1.51× (4×4 DCNN) and 2.67× (SCNN) more parameters. In

particular, its CONV layer speedup is significantly lower than

ours, by 1.47× (4×4 DCNN) and 2.21× (SCNN). In summary,

the experimental results show that compared with related

computation-reduction-based methods with similar accuracy,

the proposed TFE can not only compress CNN model size

but also significantly reduce repetitive computations. Thus, our

proposed TFE is very appropriate for accelerating CNNs for

resource-constraint platforms.

Fig. 17. Parameter reduction ratio and speedup comparison results with
computation-reduction-based works on CONV layers of VGGNet. The per-
centages inside parentheses are the corresponding accuracy loss.

4) Comparison with other related methods: As ResNet and

GoogLeNet are not used in all related works, the results are

assembled and listed in Table IV. With the SCNN adopted in

the TFE, 1.6× (SnaPEA [2]) and 1.19× (Multi-CLP [41])

overall speedup improvements are obtained on GoogleNet;

2.19× (UCNN [19]) and nearly the same (Bitfusion [40])

speedup are achieved on ResNet.

Especially, compared with SCNN-Nvidia [36], which

takes sparsity advantage of both weight and activations,

1.14× (GoogLeNet), 1.56× (AlexNet) and 1.05× (VGGNet)

speedups in CONV layers are achieved. Note that the networks

used in SCNN-Nvidia are pre-pruned for high sparsity, while

non-pruned networks are adopted in the TFE.

TABLE IV
OVERALL SPEEDUP OF OTHER RELATED METHODS OVER EYERISS ON

GOOGLENET AND RESNET

.

UCNN [19] Bitfusion [40] TFESCNN

ResNet 1.50× 3.62× 3.29×
SnaPEA [2] Multi-CLP [41] TFESCNN

GoogLeNet 1.48× 2.00× 2.37×

To further prove the effect of the proposed TFE, three

more recent networks, DenseNet [21], SqueezeNet [22] and

Residual Attention Network (ResANet) [50], are evaluated

with different transferred-filter-based algorithms. The corre-

sponding accuracy losses are all less than 1%. Note that as

almost no related works implement these recent networks, only

our speedups of CONV layers and overall network are listed in

Table V. Likewise, the TFE can achieve considerable speedup

of CONV layers on SqueezeNet and ResANet, 2.09× and

2.22× on average, respectively. In contrast, On DenseNet, as

the 1×1 filter-related computations constitute approximately

60% of the total computations, only an average speedup of

1.35× is achieved. Because the FC layer accounts for very

small proportion of overall computations, marginal degrada-

tion is caused for overall speedup in all evaluated networks.

Actually, most recent networks have similar CONV operations

to the networks evaluated in this work [25], excluding depth-

wise convolution-based networks such as MobileNet, which

further demonstrates that the proposed TFE can accelerate

most mainstream and recent networks.

TABLE V
CONV LAYER/OVERALL SPEEDUP OF THE TFE ON DENSENET,

SQUEEZENET AND RESANET

.
DenseNet [21] SqueezeNet

[22]
ResANet [50]

DCNN4×4 1.29×/1.24× 1.65×/1.62× 1.48×/1.39×
DCNN6×6 1.38×/1.31× 2.30×/2.26× 2.54×/2.44×
SCNN 1.39×/1.32× 2.32×/2.30× 2.64×/2.55×

D. Energy Efficiency Improvement

To further prove the efficiency of the TFE, the energy ef-

ficiency (performance/energy consumption) is compared. Be-

cause the energy efficiency is not given in most related meth-

ods, a weight-compression-based method, UCNN (50% weight

sparsity) [19], and a computation-reduction-based method,

SnaPEA [2], are used for comparison. Likewise, Eyeriss is

chosen as the baseline of all methods. As only VGGNet and

AlexNet are evaluated for Eyeriss, these two networks are used

here for comparison.

Fig. 18 depicts the overall energy efficiency improvement of

the TFE, UCNN and SnaPEA (predictive mode) over Eyeriss.
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The accuracy loss (compared with the original accuracy) in

all methods is maintained within 1%. As the proposed PPSR

and ERRR achieve high performance (Sections 3 and 5.3) and

the TFE hardware architecture consumes much less power

(Sections 4 and 5.2), both improvements are merged in the

TFE to achieve higher energy efficiency on VGGNet and

AlexNet than these related works. On average, the energy

efficiency of the SnaPEA architecture is 1.48× higher than that

of Eyeriss, while that of UNCC is 4.23× higher. Compared

with SnaPEA, our architecture can further improve the energy

efficiency by 5.62× (4×4 DCNN), 8.55× (6×6 DCNN) and

8.99× (SCNN). Likewise, the energy efficiency is improved by

1.71× (4×4 DCNN), 2.53× (6×6 DCNN) and 2.69× (SCNN)

on AlexNet compared with UCNN [19] (VGGNet is not

evaluated for UCNN). As more computations and parameters

are saved by the SCNN and 6×6 DCNN, their energy effi-

ciencies are higher than that of the 4×4 DCNN. Additionally,

the SCNN achieves 1.05× higher energy efficiency than the

6×6 DCNN, though with the same reduction of computations

and parameters. The reason is that the SCNN involves less

register access than the 6×6 DCNN, as shown in Fig. 5 and

6. Additionally, the hardware utilization of the SCNN is higher

than that of the 6×6 DCNN, yielding a higher speedup.

Fig. 18. Overall energy efficiency improvement by the TFE compared with
Eyeriss and SnaPEA.

E. Ablation Analysis

First, the MAC reductions of PPSR and ERRR are verified

on VGGNet, and the corresponding results are shown in Fig.

19. As the width and height of meta filters in the DCNN

are always equal, the same benefits can be obtained in PPSR

and ERRR. Namely, the same MAC reductions, 1.5× (4 × 4
DCNN) and 2.0× (6 × 6 DCNN), are achieved by these

two proposed techniques. In the SCNN, PPSR can reduce

competitive MACs among horizontal-symmetric transferred

filters, and ERRR can be of benefit to vertical-symmetric

filters. However, either technique can only accelerate two of

eight filters, as the 180◦ and 270◦ rotated filters require both

horizontal- and vertical-symmetric operations. Therefore, only

the combination of PPSR and ERRR can achieve the maximal

MAC reduction of 4.0×.

Furthermore, as the TFE can reduce redundant weights, less

weights are loaded than that in the conventional architectures

without model compression, decreasing the overhead caused

by power-intensive off-chip memory access. As shown in Fig.

20, on VGGNet, AlexNet and ResNet, the off-chip memory

access can be reduced by 1.28× � 1.38× (4 × 4 DCNN),

Fig. 19. Computations of the DCNN and SCNN with/without PPSR and
ERRR.

1.48× � 1.59× (6× 6 DCNN) and 1.48× � 1.60× (SCNN).

As there are many 1× 1 filters in GoogLeNet that cannot be

transferred, the corresponding off-chip memory access cannot

be saved. However, the TFE still reduces the off-memory

access by 1.19× � 1.24× compared with the conventional

architectures, which demonstrates the effectiveness of the TFE

in the off-chip memory access reduction.

Fig. 20. Off-chip memory access required by the transferred filters compared
with the original filters.

Factor effectiveness analysis. CReLU, MBA and SCNN

implemented in TFE have the same compression and accel-

eration ratio on canonical CONV layers with different filter

sizes. In contrast, when the meta filter size in DCNN is fixed,

the compression and acceleration ratio decreases along with

the increasing of the original filter size. To quantitatively

measure the corresponding compression and acceleration ratio,

the parameter and MAC number of networks are formulated

referring to Table I.
The number of parameters (NUM P O) and MAC opera-

tions (NUM M O) in an original CNN layer is defined as

NUM P O = N ×M ×K ×K,

NUM M O = E × F ×N ×M ×K ×K.
(1)

while the direct implementation of DCNN consumes parame-

ter number (NUM P D) and MAC number (NUM M D):

NUM P D =
M

(Z −K + 1)2
×N × Z × Z,

NUM M D =
E × F ×M

(Z −K + 1)2
×N × (Z −K + 1)2 ×K ×K

= E × F ×N ×M ×K ×K.
(2)

In the TFE, the parameter number (NUM P T) and MAC

number (NUM M T) are

NUM P T =
M

(Z −K + 1)2
×N × Z × Z,

NUM M T =
E × F ×M

(Z −K + 1)2
×N × (Z)2

=
E × F ×M × (Z)2 ×N

(Z −K + 1)2
.

(3)
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It can be learned that NUM P T is equal to NUM P D but

less than NUM P O. The reduction proportion is as follows

NUM P O

NUM P T
=

(Z −K + 1)2 × (K)2

(Z)2
. (4)

In contrast, NUM M T is reduced significantly compared with

NUM M O and NUM M D as follows

NUM M O

NUM M T
=

NUM M D

NUM M T
=

(Z −K + 1)2 × (K)2

(Z)2
. (5)

According to Eq. 4 and Eq. 5, the parameter and MAC

reduction proportions mainly depend on meta filter size Z
and original filter size K. To improve the parameter and MAC

reduction benefits, namely higher compression and accelera-

tion ratio, Z should be as large as possible when K is fixed.

However, larger Z may cause higher accuracy loss. On the

other hand, when meta filter size Z is fixed, and when original

filter size K = Z+1
2 , both largest parameter reduction ratio and

MAC reduction ratio can be obtained by TFE according to

Eq. 4 and 5. As Z cannot be too large for acceptable accuracy

loss (when Z is set as 6, accuracy loss approaches 2% in all

evaluated networks), K is often larger than Z+1
2 . Therefore,

the parameter and MAC reduction ratio, namely compression

and acceleration ratio, often decrease with K increased.

Because SCNN and DCNN in TFE can only implement

1×1, depth-wise CONV layer and FC layer directly without

compression and acceleration, networks containing more such

layers benefit less benefits from TFE. In the worst case, if

all layers of a network are 1×1 CONV layers, TFE just has

the same performance as the conventional processors. Namely,

as long as canonical CONV layers with larger filters exist in

networks, TFE can compress and accelerate these networks

and outperform conventional processors. Actually, in most

mainstream networks, canonical CONV layers with larger

filters consume relatively more MACs to keep high accuracy.

Therefore, these mainstream networks are good target for TFE

to be compressed and accelerated. Moreover, as TFE focuses

on each layer independently, the overall compression and

acceleration ratio are fixed when the ratio of canonical CONV

layers to other layers (e.g, 1×1 CONV layers) is unchanged

(assuming the proportion of canonical CONV layers with

different filter size are unchanged). Consequently, the overall

compression and acceleration ratio are non-correlated with the

feature map size and overall number of layers.

VI. RELATED WORK

CNN acceleration. Most CNN architectures [3], [23], [28],

[39], [54] propose customized processing flows to maximize

data reuse and minimize memory access, especially off-chip

memory access. However, the MAC operations in these CNN

architectures are maintained the same as in the original CNNs.

Recently, some architectures utilize the property of the ReLU

function to decrease computations that will have negative

results [2], [45]. However, the algorithm accuracy will be

much lower with an increased reduction of computations. The

Winograd algorithm optimizes the CONV flow to explore

the redundant computation with no accuracy loss [32], [53].

However, this method is only applicable to computing the

CONV of small filters for small input sizes. The asymmetric

convolution method [4] decomposes 3×3 CONV operation

into 1×3 and 3×1 CONV operations and has achieved signifi-

cant acceleration on object recognition. However, this method

imposes strict constraints on the training process, ignoring

correlations among filters, degrading the final accuracy.

CNN compression. The weight-compression-based meth-

ods usually adopt weight quantization and pruning in one sim-

ple (re-)training procedure [10], [16], [18], [48], [51], thereby

achieving effective model compression. A classic weight-

pruning work is [16]. It uses a heuristic, iterative method to

prune the weights with small magnitudes. The state-of-the-art

weight quantization technique adopts an iterative quantization

and retraining framework, with randomness incorporated in-

to the quantization [10]. However, weight-compression-based

methods require manually determining parameter settings and

encounter difficulty in converging. Additionally, the pruned

CONV process is irregular; namely, at least one index per

weight is needed to index the relative location of the next

weight. Therefore, the corresponding control complexity is

much higher than that in other methods [11], [27], [37].

VII. CONCLUSION

This work proposes the TFE to compress and acceler-

ate CNN models. The TFE employs two hardware-friendly

techniques, PPSR and ERRR, to reduce all repetitive com-

putations in transferred filter-based algorithms, which can

significantly benefit CNN model acceleration. Moreover, the

model compression property of the TFE can reduce memory

size requirements and memory access. Furthermore, the TFE

hardware architecture is developed to support various CNN

models with less area and power consumption. The evaluation

results show that compared with the Eyeriss architecture, our

proposed architecture achieves average 1.99× (4× 4 DCNN),

2.73× (6 × 6 DCNN) and 2.97× (SCNN) overall speedups

on most state-of-the-art networks, significantly outperforming

other related works with a similar accuracy loss (less than

1%). Furthermore, average energy efficiency improvements of

8.33× (4 × 4 DCNN), 12.66× (6 × 6 DCNN) and 13.31×
(SCNN) are achieved on VGGNet and AlexNet compared

with Eyeriss, and the results are 5.63×, 8.55× and 8.99×
higher, respectively, than those achieved with the SnaPEA

architecture.
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